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Overview

Identification
ID NUMBER
APHRC-UPHD-MIGRATIONS-2006-1.4

Version

VERSION DESCRIPTION

PRODUCTION DATE
2011-07-28

NOTES
v1.0: Edited, anonymous dataset for Data Documentation Working Group

v1.1: Edited, anonymous dataset for Researcher Review

v1.2: Edited, anonymous dataset incorporating the Researchers' Comments and changing variable names to the
corresponding question number

v1.3: Edited, anonymous dataset with data-sharing links moved from Technical Documents to Access Policy

Version 1.4, November 2014. Anonymized with DOI and Recommended Citation added.

Overview

ABSTRACT
The Migration and Employment History Survey was part of the 5 themes of the Urbanization, Poverty and Health Dynamics I
(UPHD I) Project in Sub-Saharan Africa. The UPHD I project was designed and implemented by APHRC. The Migration and
Employment History Survey was designed to investigate patterns and reasons for migration among residents in Nairobi's
informal settlements, the linkages between migration, livelihood conditions, and health status.

This theme investigated patterns and reasons for migration, the linkages between migration, livelihood conditions, and
health status among pre-selected individuals aged 12+ from 2006 to 2010 in Nairobi's informal settlements.

The specific objectives were to:

1.1 Determine the characteristics of in- and out-migrants, their migration histories, reasons for migrating, and nature of links
with origin communities;

1.2 Investigate how changing poverty and health circumstances influence and are influenced by intra-urban and urban-rural
migrations;

1.3 Assess the motivations for migration (e.g. health-related reasons) and how this has an influence on estimates of
mortality and fertility levels in informal settlements;

1.4 Validate the relevance of various measures of poverty in informal urban settlements.

KIND OF DATA
Sample survey data [ssd]

UNITS OF ANALYSIS
The unit of analysis is the individual

Scope
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NOTES
The scope of the Migration and Employment History Survey includes:

- INDIVIDUALS: Background characteristics, Respondents' characteristics, Migration and Livelihood Calendar, Timing of
current and 1st migration to Nairobi, and Individual Income-Generating Activities

KEYWORDS
MIGRATION

Coverage

GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE
Two informal settlements, Korogocho and Viwandani, in Nairobi City (the capital city) of Kenya.

UNIVERSE
The survey covered all de jure household members (usual residents), aged 12 and above in the household

Producers and Sponsors

PRIMARY INVESTIGATOR(S)

Name Affiliation

African Population & Health Research Center APHRC

OTHER PRODUCER(S)

Name Affiliation Role

Eliya Zulu, PhD Principal Investigator

Nyovani Madise, PhD Co-Investigator

Alex Ezeh, PhD Co-Investigator

John Cleland, PhD Co-Investigator

Jane Falkingham, PhD Co-Investigator

Jean-Christophe Fotso, PhD Co-Investigator

Zewdu Woubalem, PhD Co-Investigator

FUNDING

Name Abbreviation Role

Wellcome Trust Funder

OTHER ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Name Affiliation Role

Residents of Korogocho and Viwandani Slums Korogocho and Viwandani Study Subjects

Metadata Production

METADATA PRODUCED BY

Name Abbreviation Affiliation Role

African Population & Health Research Center APHRC APHRC Metadata Producer

DATE OF METADATA PRODUCTION
2011-07-28

DDI DOCUMENT VERSION
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Version 1.4

DDI DOCUMENT ID
APHRC-UPHD-MIGRATIONS-2006-1.4
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Sampling

Sampling Procedure

Information were collected from a random panel sample of close to 8,200 households from the two sites (5,200 in Viwandani
and 3,000 in Korogocho). These households would yield about 6400 and 9000 people aged at least 12 years in Korogocho
and Viwandani, respectively.

Weighting

Sample weights were not used.
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Questionnaires

Overview

The questionnaire used was one structured questionnaire, Migration and Employment History Form. It includes: Background
characteristics, Respondents' characteristics, Migration and Livelihood Calendar, Timing of current and 1st migration to
Nairobi, and Individual Income-Generating Activities.

All questionnaires are provided as external resources.
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Data Collection

Data Collection Dates
Start End Cycle
2006-09-15 2010-05-23 N/A

Data Collection Mode
Face-to-face [f2f] 

Data Collection Notes

Data collection was paper-based.

Questionnaires

The questionnaire used was one structured questionnaire, Migration and Employment History Form. It includes: Background
characteristics, Respondents' characteristics, Migration and Livelihood Calendar, Timing of current and 1st migration to
Nairobi, and Individual Income-Generating Activities.

All questionnaires are provided as external resources.

Data Collectors

Name Abbreviation Affiliation

African Population & Health Research Center APHRC

Supervision

Interviewing teams in the two sites of study comprised of:
- Korogocho: 1 field supervisor, 2 editting team leaders, 1 data quality control team leader, 2 data quality control officers, 12
interviewers
- Viwandani: 1 field supervisor, 2 editting team leaders, 1 data quality control team leader, 3 data quality control officers, 17
interviewers

The roles of the various members of the interviewing teams were:
- Interviewer: Conducting face-to-face paper-based interviews in assigned zone within the study site
- Data Quality Control Officer: Performing random spot-checks on 10% of the questionnaires and reporting inconsistencies to
the Data Quality Control Team Leader for harmonization
- Data Quality Control Team Leader: Harmonizing inconsistencies within questionnaires and performing a random spot-check
on 10% of the 10% questionnaires that have already undergone spot-checking
- Editting Team Leader: Editting 100% of questionnaires from randomly selected field workers and documenting issues
emerging during data collection
- Field supervisor: Responsible for overseeing general operations, resolving issues that cannot be harmonized by data quality
control and ensuring that field work progressed on schedule. They also
conducted sit-in interviews along with Data Quality Control Team Leader

The Field Co-ordinator, Research Officer and/or Project Managers visited the field and field teams regularly to monitor and
review progress and support field operations.
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Data Processing

Data Editing

Data editing took place at a number of stages throughout the processing, including:
a) Office editing and coding
b) During data entry
c) Structure checking and completeness
d) Secondary editing
e) Structural checking of STATA data files
Detailed documentation of the editing of data can be found in the "Standard Procedures Manual" document provided as an
external resource.

Some corrections are made automatically by the program (80%) and the rest by visual control of the questionnaire (20%). 

Where changes are made by the program, a cold deck imputation is preferred; where incorrect values are imputed using
existing data from another dataset. If cold deck is found to be insufficient, hot deck imputation is used. In this case, a
missing value is imputed from a randomly selected similar record in the same dataset.

Other Processing

Data entry was performed manually at APHRC's headquarters on desktop computers and was done using an in-house built
system with a Visual Basic.Net front-end and a Microsoft SQL Server back-end. Double data entry was carried out on 10% of
the questionnaires. 

Data were processed in clusters, with each cluster being processed as a complete unit through each stage of data
processing. Each cluster goes through the following steps:
1) Questionnaire reception
2) Office editing and coding
3) Data entry
4) Structure and completeness checking
5) Verification entry
6) Comparison of verification data
7) Back up of raw data
8) Secondary editing
9) Edited data back up

After all clusters are processed, all data is concatenated together and then the following steps are completed for all data
files:
10) Export to STATA 10 in 2 files (migration & employment history, migration & employment calendar)
11) Recoding of variables needed for analysis
13) Structural checking of STATA 10 files
14) Data quality tabulations
15) Production of analysis tabulations

Details of each of these steps can be found in the Standard Procedures Manual.
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Data Appraisal

Estimates of Sampling Error

No estimation of sampling error was done.

Other forms of Data Appraisal

This is accomplished in the following ways:
- Comparison of our indicators to other indicators, e.g. DHS
- Comparing trends from one survey year to the next
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File Description
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Variable List
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MIGRATION HISTORY

Content
The file contains data related to all questions in the the Migration and Employment History Survey
questionnaire except Question 4.5 in Section 4 (Migration and Livelihood Calendar).

Cases 17865 

Variable(s) 153 

Structure
Type: relational
Keys: v106(ID of Individual) 

Version

Producer African Population & Health Research Center (APHRC). 

Missing Data

Missing Data is coded as follows: ·Missing Data: No data or a missing data code (5, 95, 995, etcetera)
provided where data should have been collected. All missing values should be coded as 5, 95, 995,
etcetera, depending on the value of the largest valid code. ·Response Not Within the Pre-Defined
Range/Domain: A data code (6, 96, 996, etcetera) provided where response was outside the
range/domain pre-defined during study design. A variable that contains this code is often succeeded by
a variable that contains the specific response. Check the succeeding variable to ensure no missing
values where a response was expected. ·Refusals: A data code (7, 97, 997, etcetera) provided to
indicate that the respondent refused to respond to this question. ·'Don't Know' Responses: A data code
(8, 98, 998, etcetera) provided to indicate that the respondent did not know the answer to the question.
·Skipped Questions: A data code (9, 99, 999, etcetera) provided to indicate that the respondent was not
eligible to answer the question. 

Variables

ID Name Label Type Format Question

V1 v106 ID of Individual contin numeric Individual's ID 

V2 v105 ID of Individual's household contin numeric Household ID 

V3 v104a ID of Individual's location contin numeric Location ID 

V4 v104b APHRC DSS Site discrete numeric

V5 v103 Date of Interview discrete character

V6 v103y Year of Interview discrete numeric

V7 v108a Individual's date of birth discrete character Individual's DOB 

V8 v108b Day of Birth contin numeric

V9 v108c Month of Birth discrete numeric

V10 v108d Year of Birth contin numeric

V11 v108e Age in Days at Interview contin numeric

V12 v108f Age in Weeks at Interview contin numeric

V13 v108g Age in Months at Interview contin numeric

V14 v108h Age in Years at Interview contin numeric

V15 v108i Age group at Time of Interview discrete numeric

V16 v108j Sex of the Individual discrete numeric

V17 v110 Accepts to Participate in study discrete numeric Do you accept to participate in the study? 1
= Yes; 2 = No 

V18 v111 Reason for not accepting to Participate discrete numeric Why don't you want to take part in this
interview? 

V19 v111o1 Specific Reason for not accepting to
Participate 

discrete character Why don't you want to take part in this
interview? 

V20 v201 Individual is the Respondent discrete numeric Is respondent reference person named in
Q1.7? 
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ID Name Label Type Format Question

V21 v203 Respondent lives in household discrete numeric Does respondent live in this household? 

V22 v204 Respondent's line number in household discrete numeric

V23 v205 Respondent's relationship to Individual discrete numeric How are you related to (NAME OF
INDIVIDUAL IN Q1.7)? 

V24 v302 Date of Data Entry discrete character

V25 v401a Unit: Duration of Individual's stay in DSA discrete numeric For how long have you lived in
Viwandani/Korogocho? 

V26 v401b Period: Duration of Individual's stay in DSA discrete numeric For how long have you lived in
Viwandani/Korogocho? 

V27 v401d Days: Duration of Individual's stay in DSA discrete numeric

V28 v401y Years: Duration of Individual's stay in DSA discrete numeric

V29 v402a Province Individual lived before DSA discrete numeric What is the name of the area where you
were living before coming to
Viwandani/Korogocho? 

V30 v402b District/Division Individual lived before DSA contin numeric What is the name of the area where you
were living before coming to
Viwandani/Korogocho? 

V31 v402c Location in NBO Individual lived before DSA discrete numeric What is the name of the area where you
were living before coming to
Viwandani/Korogocho? 

V32 v402d Area Code Individual lived before DSA discrete numeric What is the name of the area where you
were living before coming to
Viwandani/Korogocho? 

V33 v403a Unit: Duration of Individual's stay in residence
prior to DSA 

discrete numeric How long did you live in this place? 

V34 v403b Period: Duration of Individual's stay in
residence prior to DSA 

discrete numeric How long did you live in this place? 

V35 v403c Days: Duration of Individual's stay in Pre-DSA
Residence 

discrete numeric

V36 v403d Years: Duration of Individual's stay in Pre-DSA
Residence 

discrete numeric

V37 v404 Reason for leaving residence prior to DSA discrete numeric What is the most important reason why you
left this place? 

V38 v404o1 Specific Reason for leaving residence prior to
DSA 

discrete character What is the most important reason why you
left this place? 

V39 v501a Month that Individual moved to Nairobi for
Current Stay 

discrete numeric When did you move to live in Nairobi for the
current stay? 

V40 v501b Year that Individual moved to Nairobi for
Current Stay 

discrete numeric When did you move to live in Nairobi for the
current stay? 

V41 v502a Province Individual lived before NAIROBI discrete numeric What is the name of the area where you
were living before coming to Nairobi? 

V42 v502b District/Division Individual lived before
NAIROBI 

discrete numeric What is the name of the area where you
were living before coming to Nairobi? 

V43 v502c Location in NBO Individual lived before
NAIROBI 

discrete numeric What is the name of the area where you
were living before coming to Nairobi? 

V44 v502d Area Code Individual lived before NAIROBI discrete numeric What is the name of the area where you
were living before coming to Nairobi? 

V45 v503a Unit: Duration of Individual's stay in residence
prior to NAIROBI 

discrete numeric For how long did you live in this place (PLACE
IN Q5.2)? 

V46 v503b Period: Duration of Individual's stay in
residence prior to NAIROBI 

discrete numeric For how long did you live in this place (PLACE
IN Q5.2)? 
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ID Name Label Type Format Question

V47 v503c Days: Duration of Individual's stay in
Pre-Nairobi Residence 

discrete numeric

V48 v503d Years: Duration of Individual's stay in
Pre-Nairobi Residence 

discrete numeric

V49 v504 Reason for coming to NAIROBI discrete numeric What is the most important reason why you
came to live in Nairobi? 

V50 v504o1 Specific Reason for coming to NAIROBI discrete character What is the most important reason why you
came to live in Nairobi? 

V51 v505 Current Stay is Individual's 1st time living in
Nairobi 

discrete numeric Is this the first time that you have lived in
Nairobi? 

V52 v506 No. of times Individual has lived in NAIROBI
for atleast 3 months 

discrete numeric How many times have you lived in Nairobi
for at least three months? 

V53 v507a Month that Individual moved to Nairobi for 1st
Time 

discrete numeric When did you come to live in Nairobi for the
first time? 

V54 v507b Year that Individual moved to Nairobi for 1st
Time 

discrete numeric When did you come to live in Nairobi for the
first time? 

V55 v508a Province Individual lived before 1st time in
NAIROBI 

discrete numeric What is the name of the area where you
were living before coming to Nairobi the first
time? 

V56 v508b District/Division Individual lived before 1st
time in NAIROBI 

discrete numeric What is the name of the area where you
were living before coming to Nairobi the first
time? 

V57 v508c Location in NBO Individual lived before 1st
time in NAIROBI 

discrete numeric What is the name of the area where you
were living before coming to Nairobi the first
time? 

V58 v508d Area Code Individual lived before 1st time in
NAIROBI 

discrete numeric What is the name of the area where you
were living before coming to Nairobi the first
time? 

V59 v509 Reason for coming to NAIROBI the 1st time discrete numeric What is the most important reason why you
came to live in Nairobi the first time? 

V60 v509o1 Specific Reason for coming to NAIROBI the 1st
time 

discrete character What is the most important reason why you
came to live in Nairobi the first time? 

V61 v509a Province in which Individual was born discrete numeric What is the name of the area where you
were born? 

V62 v509b District/Division in which Individual was born discrete numeric What is the name of the area where you
were born? 

V63 v510c Location in NBO in which Individual was born discrete numeric What is the name of the area where you
were born? 

V64 v510d Area Code in which Individual was born discrete numeric What is the name of the area where you
were born? 

V65 v511e Unit: Duration of Individual's stay in birth
place after birth 

discrete numeric For how long did you live in (NAME OF PLACE
OF BIRTH) after you were born? 

V66 v511f Period: Duration of Individual's stay in birth
place after birth 

discrete numeric For how long did you live in (NAME OF PLACE
OF BIRTH) after you were born? 

V67 v511g Days: Duration of Individual's stay in Birth
Place 

discrete numeric

V68 v511h Years: Duration of Individual's stay in Birth
Place 

discrete numeric

V69 v512a Province to which Individual moved after
leaving place of birth 

discrete numeric What is the name of the area where you
moved to after leaving place of birth? 

V70 v512b District/Division to which Individual moved
after leaving place of birth 

discrete numeric What is the name of the area where you
moved to after leaving place of birth? 
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ID Name Label Type Format Question

V71 v512c Location in NBO to which Individual moved
after leaving place of birth 

discrete numeric What is the name of the area where you
moved to after leaving place of birth? 

V72 v512d Area Code to which Individual moved after
leaving place of birth 

discrete numeric What is the name of the area where you
moved to after leaving place of birth? 

V73 v513 Reason for leaving place of birth discrete numeric What is the most important reason why you
left (NAME OF PLACE OF BIRTH)? 

V74 v513o1 Specific Reason for leaving place of birth discrete character What is the most important reason why you
left (NAME OF PLACE OF BIRTH)? 

V75 v514 Individual has attended/is attending boarding
school 

discrete numeric Did you ever/do you attend boarding school? 

V76 v515a Province where boarding school is located discrete numeric Where is the school located? 

V77 v515b District/Division in which Individual was born contin numeric Where is the school located? 

V78 v515c Location in NBO where boarding school is
located 

discrete numeric Where is the school located? 

V79 v515d Area Code where boarding school is located discrete numeric Where is the school located? 

V80 v516a Unit: Duration of Individual's stay in boarding
school 

discrete numeric For how long were you/have you been in
boarding school? 

V81 v516b Period: Duration of Individual's stay in
boarding school 

discrete numeric For how long were you/have you been in
boarding school? 

V82 v516c Days: Duration of Individual's stay in Boarding
School 

discrete numeric

V83 v516d Years: Duration of Individual's stay in
Boarding School 

discrete numeric

V84 v517 Age at which Individual began to live
independently from guardian/parent 

discrete numeric At what age did you start living
independently from your parents/guardians? 

V85 v601a Province considered to be place of
origin/home 

discrete numeric What is the name of the area that you
consider as your place of origin/home? 

V86 v601b District/Division in which Individual was born contin numeric What is the name of the area that you
consider as your place of origin/home? 

V87 v601c Location in NBO considered to be place of
origin/home 

discrete numeric What is the name of the area that you
consider as your place of origin/home? 

V88 v601d Area Code considered to be place of
origin/home 

discrete numeric What is the name of the area that you
consider as your place of origin/home? 

V89 v602 No. of times Individual has visited
Origin/Home in the last 12 months 

discrete numeric In the last 12 months, how many times have
you visited your place of origin/home? 

V90 v603a Month that Individual last visited Origin
place/home 

discrete numeric When was the last time you visited your
place of origin/home? 

V91 v603b Year that Individual last visited Origin
place/home 

discrete numeric When was the last time you visited your
place of origin/home? 

V92 v604 Individual has family at origin place/home discrete numeric Do some of your family members live at your
place of origin/home? 

V93 v605 No. of times Individual has had visitors from
Origin/Home in the last 12 months 

discrete numeric In the last 12 months, how many times have
you had visitors from your place of
origin/home? 

V94 v606a Month that Individual was last visited from
Origin place/home 

discrete numeric When was the last time you had visitors from
your place of origin/home? 

V95 v606b Year that Individual was last visited from
Origin place/home 

discrete numeric When was the last time you had visitors from
your place of origin/home? 

V96 v607a Individual owns a piece of land/plot at origin
place 

discrete numeric Do you own a piece of land/plot: At the place
of origin? 
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ID Name Label Type Format Question

V97 v607b Individual owns a piece of land/plot in Nairobi discrete numeric Do you own a piece of land/plot: Here or
somewhere in Nairobi? 

V98 v607c Individual owns a piece of land/plot outside
Nairobi 

discrete numeric Do you own a piece of land/plot: Elsewhere
outside Nairobi? 

V99 v608a Individual owns a house at origin place discrete numeric Do you own a house: At the place of origin? 

V100 v608b Individual owns a house in Nairobi discrete numeric Do you own a house: Here or somewhere in
Nairobi? 

V101 v608c Individual owns a house outside Nairobi discrete numeric Do you own a house: Elsewhere outside
Nairobi? 

V102 v609a Unit: Duration of Individual's intended stay in
Viwandani/Korogocho 

discrete numeric For how long do you intend to stay in
Viwandani/Korogocho? 

V103 v609b Period: Duration of Individual's intended stay
in Viwandani/Korogocho 

discrete numeric For how long do you intend to stay in
Viwandani/Korogocho? 

V104 v609c Days: Duration of Individual's Intended Stay in
Viwandani/Korogocho 

discrete numeric

V105 v609d Years: Duration of Individual's Intended Stay
in Viwandani/Korogocho 

discrete numeric

V106 v609e Duration of Individual's Intended Stay in
Viwandani/Korogocho 

discrete numeric

V107 v610a Province to which Individual intends to
migrate 

discrete numeric Where do you intend to migrate to? 

V108 v610b District/Division in which Individual was born contin numeric Where do you intend to migrate to? 

V109 v610c Location in NBO to which Individual intends to
migrate 

discrete numeric Where do you intend to migrate to? 

V110 v610d Area Code to which Individual intends to
migrate 

discrete numeric Where do you intend to migrate to? 

V111 v611 Reason for intending to migrate discrete numeric

V112 v611o1 Specific Reason for intending to migrate discrete character

V113 v701 Individual involved in income-generating
activity 

discrete numeric Did you engage in any activity that
generated you income in cash/kind in the
last one month? 

V114 v702 Income-generating activity in which Individual
is involved 

discrete numeric What activity were you engaged in? 

V115 v702o1 Specific Income-generating activity in which
Individual is involved 

discrete character What activity were you engaged in? 

V116 v703a Unit: Duration of Individual's involvement in
income-generating activity 

discrete numeric How long have you been involved in this
activity? 

V117 v703b Period: Duration of Individual's involvement in
income-generating activity 

discrete numeric How long have you been involved in this
activity? 

V118 v703c Days: Duration of Individual's involvement in
income-generating activity 

discrete numeric

V119 v703d Weeks: Duration of Individual's involvement in
income-generating activity 

discrete numeric

V120 v703e Months: Duration of Individual's involvement
in income-generating activity 

discrete numeric

V121 v703f Months Group: Duration of Individual's
involvement in income-generating activity 

discrete numeric

V122 v703g Years: Duration of Individual's involvement in
income-generating activity 

discrete numeric

V123 v704 Frequency of payment for income-generating
activity 

discrete numeric How often do you get paid for this activity? 
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ID Name Label Type Format Question

V124 v705a Cash (kshs): Income from income-generating
activity in the last 30 days 

discrete numeric How much money did you make from this
activity in the last 30 days? 

V125 v705b Kind (kshs): Income from income-generating
activity in the last 30 days 

discrete numeric How much money did you make from this
activity in the last 30 days? 

V126 v705c Total Income(kshs) from income-generating
activity in the last 30 days 

discrete numeric

V127 v706a Cash (kshs): Income from other sources in the
last 30 days 

discrete numeric In the last 30 days, how much money did you
make from other sources of income that you
may have had? 

V128 v706b Kind (kshs): Income from other sources in the
last 30 days 

discrete numeric In the last 30 days, how much money did you
make from other sources of income that you
may have had? 

V129 v706c Total Income(kshs) from other activity in the
last 30 days 

discrete numeric

V130 v706d Total Income(kshs) from all activities in the
last 30 days 

discrete numeric

V131 v707 Reason Individual isn't involved in
income-generating activity 

discrete numeric What was the main reason why you were not
involved in any income generating activity? 

V132 v707o1 Specific Reason Individual isn't involved in
income-generating activity 

discrete character What was the main reason why you were not
involved in any income generating activity? 

V133 v708a Unit: Duration of Individual's non-involvement
in income-generating activity 

discrete numeric How long have you stayed without doing
anything to generate income? 

V134 v708b Period: Duration of Individual's
non-involvement in income-generating
activity 

discrete numeric How long have you stayed without doing
anything to generate income? 

V135 v708c Days: Duration of Individual's
non-involvement in income-generating
activity 

discrete numeric

V136 v708d Years: Duration of Individual's
non-involvement in income-generating
activity 

discrete numeric

V137 v801a NSSF: Individual contributes to this welfare
program 

discrete numeric Do you belong or contribute to any of the
following welfare programs? NSSF. 

V138 v801b NHIF: Individual contributes to this welfare
program 

discrete numeric Do you belong or contribute to any of the
following welfare programs? NHIF. 

V139 v801c INSURANCE: Individual contributes to this
welfare program 

discrete numeric Do you belong or contribute to any of the
following welfare programs?
Life/accident/medical insurance. 

V140 v801d SACCO: Individual contributes to this welfare
program 

discrete numeric Do you belong or contribute to any of the
following welfare programs? SACCO. 

V141 v801e OTHER: Individual contributes to this welfare
program 

discrete numeric Do you belong or contribute to any of the
following welfare programs?
Other(specify____). 

V142 v801eo1 OTHER: Individual contributes to this other
specific welfare program 

discrete character Do you belong or contribute to any of the
following welfare programs?
Other(specify____). 

V143 v802 Individual owns a cell phone discrete numeric Do you own a cell phone? 

V144 v803 Individual has a bank account discrete numeric Do you have a bank account? 

V145 v804 Individual belongs to a merry-go-round discrete numeric Do you belong to a merry-go-round? 

V146 v805a Individual used money from savings in the
last month 

discrete numeric In the last one month, did you use money
from: Savings? 

V147 v805b Individual used money from property sales in
the last month 

discrete numeric In the last one month, did you use money
from: Selling property? 
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ID Name Label Type Format Question

V148 v901 Individual has questions for the interviewer discrete numeric Do you have any questions for me? 

V149 v902 Comments and questions raised by
respondent 

discrete character

V150 v903 Comments by the interviewer discrete character

V151 v904 Result of the interview discrete numeric Result of interview 

V152 v904o1 Specific Result of the interview discrete character Result of interview 

V153 v905 End Time of Interview discrete character End time (24 hrs) 
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MIGRATION CALENDAR

Content
The file contains data related to Question 4.5 in Section 4 (Migration and Livelihood Calendar) of the
Migration and Employment History Survey questionnaire.

Cases 89224 

Variable(s) 8 

Structure
Type: relational
Keys: v106(ID of Migrant), v106recid(No of this record for this Individual) 

Version

Producer African Population & Health Research Center (APHRC). 

Missing Data

Missing Data is coded as follows: ·Missing Data: No data or a missing data code (5, 95, 995, etcetera)
provided where data should have been collected. All missing values should be coded as 5, 95, 995,
etcetera, depending on the value of the largest valid code. ·Response Not Within the Pre-Defined
Range/Domain: A data code (6, 96, 996, etcetera) provided where response was outside the
range/domain pre-defined during study design. A variable that contains this code is often succeeded by
a variable that contains the specific response. Check the succeeding variable to ensure no missing
values where a response was expected. ·Refusals: A data code (7, 97, 997, etcetera) provided to
indicate that the respondent refused to respond to this question. ·'Don't Know' Responses: A data code
(8, 98, 998, etcetera) provided to indicate that the respondent did not know the answer to the question.
·Skipped Questions: A data code (9, 99, 999, etcetera) provided to indicate that the respondent was not
eligible to answer the question. 

Variables

ID Name Label Type Format Question

V161 v106 ID of Migrant discrete numeric Individual's ID 

V162 v106recid No of this record for this Individual discrete numeric

V163 v103y Interview Year contin numeric

V164 v405eved Date of Event discrete character

V165 v405pla Area where Individual lived discrete numeric Where were you living before moving to
(Name of Place)? How long did you live in
this place? 

V166 v405movtyp Type of Movement (From 'Current Place' to
'Next Place') 

discrete numeric

V167 v405rea Reason for leaving this place for the next
place 

discrete numeric What is the most important reason why
you moved from (Name of Place)? 

V168 v405maiiga Main income-generating activity in which
Individual is involved 

discrete numeric What is the main income generating
activity you were engaged in? How long
were you engaged in this activity? 
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Related Materials

Questionnaires

MIGRATION AND EMPLOYMENT HISTORY FORM

Title MIGRATION AND EMPLOYMENT HISTORY FORM

Filename MIGRATION AND EMPLOYMENT HISTORY FORM.pdf

CODESHEET A, B, DISTRICTS, PROVINCES ROUNDS 1-24

Title CODESHEET A, B, DISTRICTS, PROVINCES ROUNDS 1-24

Filename CODESHEET A, B, DISTRICTS, PROVINCES ROUNDS 1-24.pdf

Other materials

NUHDSS MAPS

Title NUHDSS MAPS

Filename NUHDSS MAPS.pdf

VILLAGES

Title VILLAGES

Filename VILLAGES.pdf
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